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Implementation Of Code And Carrier Tracking
Loops For Software GPS Receivers
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Abstract: GPS is playing in very important role in our modern mobile societies. Software approach is very flexible rather than the traditional hardware
receivers. The soft-GPS receiver includes two portions: hardware and software. In hardware portion, an antenna, filter, down-converter from RF (Radio
Frequency) to IF (Intermediate Frequency), and an ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) are included. In software portion, signal processing such as
acquisition, tracking and navigation that runs on general purpose processor is included. The GPS signal is taken from N-FUELS (Full Educational Library
of Signals for Navigation) signal simulator. The heart of soft-GPS receiver is the synchronization processes such as acquisition and tracking. In tracking,
there are two main loops for code and carrier tracking. The objective of this paper is to analyse and find the optimum discriminator function for the code
tracking loop in soft-GPS receivers. The delay lock loop (DLL) is a well-known technique to track the codes for GNSS spread spectrum systems. This
paper also presents non-coherent square law DLLs and the impacts of some parameters on DLL discriminators such as number of samples per chip,
early-late spacing, different C/ No values where C denotes the signal power and No is the noise spectral density, and the impact of with or without frontend device. The results of discriminator outputs are illustrated by using S-curves. Testing results with the real GPS signal are also described. This
optimized discriminator functions can be implemented in any soft-GPS receivers.
Keywords: code tracking, carrier tracking, discriminator function, software GPS receiver, N-FUELS simulator
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is a satellitebased, world-wide, all-weather navigation and timing system.
Current GNSS system includes American Global Positioning
System (GPS), Russian GLObal NAvigation Satellites System
(GLONASS), European GNSS Galileo and Chinese (Compass)
systems. Satellites in the system are arranged in six orbital
planes with four satellites each. Therefore, there are all 24
active satellites. Each satellite is transmitting its own
information such as position and time. For the receiver, in
order to determine its own position, it will need data from at
least four different satellites. For GPS system, there are two L
bands carrier frequencies, L1 (1575.42MHz) and L2
(1227.6MHz), to broadcast of navigation data and ranging
code from the satellites to the receiver by the use of Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA). Only L1 carrier frequency is
used by the Standard Positioning Service (SPS) which is
available to all users [1]. For any GPS receiver, two main
synchronization processes, acquisition and tracking, are
needed. Frequency and phase are the two main parameters
that are needed to decode the GPS signal and get access the
navigation data. In actual cases, the satellites and the
receivers are not stable.

This is the main reason of causing Doppler effects on both
carrier frequency and code phase. This may cause the
receivers to loose the satellite signal. The maximum Doppler
frequency of dynamic receiver is about ±10kHz. The purpose
of acquisition is to identify all satellites visible to the user. If a
satellite is visible, the acquisition must determine the two
properties of the signal such as frequency and code phase.
They are the rough estimated values with uncertainty due to
the Doppler shifts. These uncertainties have to be corrected by
using the two tracking loops: code tracking and carrier tracking.
Therefore, tracking process is the most essential process of
the whole GPS receiver [1].

II. SOFTWARE GPS RECEIVER ARCHITECTURE
The complete architecture of software GPS receiver includes
hardware portion such as an antenna, low noise amplifier, filter,
down-converter from RF (Radio Frequency) to IF (Intermediate
Frequency), analog to digital converter (ADC) and software
portion for signal processing such as acquisition, tracking and
navigation. In this paper, N-FUELS signal simulator is used
instead of the real front-end device. Acquisition and tracking
are synchronization processes of the receiver and their
accuracy is very important for pseudorange calculation and
positioning. This paper focus on the tracking modules to
measure the tracking error [2]. The complete architecture of a
software GPS receiver is shown in Fig. 1.
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III. GPS SIGNAL AND TRACKING LOOP MODEL
A. GPS Signal Model
GPS signal is composed of three main components: carrier,
ranging (PRN) code and navigation message. Ranging code is
combined with the binary navigation message by using
modulo-2 addition. The composite binary signal is then
modulated on the carrier by BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keying)
modulation. The RF signal is down-converted and digitized to
the digital IF signal. This signal contains the Doppler frequency
and relative code shift due to the effect of relative motion of
satellite and receiver. The satellite signal model before the
state of down-conversion is

loop is used to remove the modulation (carrier wipe-off)
for the code estimator. The output of the code loop is used to
cancel the code signal (code wipe-off) for the carrier estimator.
Fig. 3 shows code wipe-off and carrier wipe-off of tracking loop.
Acquisition
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Fig. 3 Code Wipe-off and Carrier Wipe-off of Tracking Loop
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Fig.4 shows a high-level block diagram of a typical global
navigation satellite system receiver tracking loop.

After digitizing, the model is as follow [2]:
Integrate and Dump

y IF ,i [n]  2PR ci (n T s   )d i (n T s   ) cos(2 ( f RF

IE

E

 f d )n T s   ) (3)

Integrate and Dump
P

Where τ is delay, PR is signal power, fd is Doppler frequency
and Ts is sampling time. Acquisition module searches for
approximate values of (  , fd) [2]. The raw GPS signal from NFUELS simulator has intermediate frequency of 4.152MHz
which is suitable for software receivers. The sampling
frequency is at least twice of the IF values. In soft-GPS
receivers, the best choice for sampling frequency should be at
least four times of the IF values. Thus, the value of sampling
frequency is 16.368MHz and quantization value is eight bits
per sample. Since the sampling frequency is 16.3676MHz,
16367 samples are correlated at a time corresponding to 1ms.
Fig. 2 shows a raw GPS signal output from the signal
simulator.
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Fig. 4 Block Diagram of a Typical GNSS Receiver Tracking
Loop
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Fig. 2 Raw GPS Signal, N-FUELS Signal Simulator Output

B. Tracking Loop Model
After the acquisition process is accomplished, the receiver
enters the tracking mode. Signal tracking is used to generate
precise replicas of the incoming code and carrier. The local
code and carrier can be correctly generated only if the signal
parameters are correctly tracked. Delay Lock Loop (DLL) is
used to track the code phase and Phase Lock Loop (PLL) or
Frequency Lock Loop (FLL) is used to track carrier phase or
frequency, respectively. Tracking is made of an iterative
procedure during which the carrier loop and the code loop
cooperate to provide the best estimate of the Doppler
frequency and of the code delay. The output of the carrier

C. Code Tracking Loop
In the GPS receivers, the code tracking loop is a delay lock
loop (DLL) called an early-late tracking loop. The main goal of
code tracking loop is to keep track of the code phase of a
specific code (C/A code) in the signal. The idea behind the
delay lock loop is to do the correlations with three different
generated codes known as the early (E), the prompt (P), and
the late (L) codes. The DLL needs a feedback to the code
generators if the code phase has to be adjusted. Most
common DLL discriminators used for feedback of tracking loop
are shown in Table I [2]. The discriminator algorithm is to give
a calculated number of the code phase error on the local code
replica. If the error value is zero, the GPS signal is completely
synchronized with the local replica. This research also
emphasizes on the performance analysis of Delay Lock Loop
for GPS receivers by using the well-known S-curves, function
characteristic of the DLL discriminator.
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TABLE I
NON-COHERENT DLL DISCRIMINATOR ALGORITHMS
Discriminator
Algorithms

Discriminator or S-curve

1

Dot product power

∑(IE - IL)IP + ∑(QE - QL)QP

2

Early
power

3
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Fig. 6(a) describes correlations with the three local replicas
and Fig. 6(b) shows S-curve which represents this three
correlations values.

Correlation Values

Rc(Prompt)

D. Carrier Tracking Loop
An exact carrier wave replica needs to be generated in order
to demodulate the navigation data successfully. Phase Lock
Loop (PLL) or Frequency Lock Loop (FLL) is used to track the
carrier wave of the GPS signal. Modified PLL, Costas Loop, is
used in this research. The reason is that it is insensitive to
180º phase shifts due to navigation bit transitions. The block
diagram of the Costas Loop used for carrier tracking loop is
shown in Fig. 5. Carrier loop discriminator is used to find the
phase error on the local carrier wave replica.
 Qk
k
I





Rc(Late)

Rc(Early)

Chip Samples

Discriminator Output

(a)

Linear Region

1

0

(4)

Chip Samples
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Where φ is the phase difference between the phase of the
input signal and the phase of the local replica of the carrier
phase. Qk is the quadrature arm value of the kth satellite. Ik is
the inphase arm value of the kth satellite. The arctan
discriminator in Equation (4) is the most precise one in other
possible Costas discriminators.
I

PRN Code
Incoming
Signal

(6)

IE

Where IE, IL, IP, QE, QL, and QP represent the early, late and
prompt correlation values for the in phase and quadrature
components of the received signal.

  tan 1 

(5)

Where ds is the early-late spacing and Tc is the chip duration.
This S function is only for LOS (Line of Sight) signal. Sfunction can dynamically describe the tracking loop
performance. The tracking process works on the linear region
of the S-curve towards the zero crossing and a negative
derivative to guarantee the convergent of the process:

∑[(IE)2+(QE)2]- ∑[(IL)2 + (QL)2]
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IV. SIMULATION RESULT OF SOME IMPACTS
DISCRIMINATOR FUNCTIONS

ON

The impacts of some parameters on DLL discriminators such
as number of samples per chip, early-late spacing, different C/
No values where C denotes the signal power and No is the
noise spectral density, and front-end device are very important
for the software-GPS receivers.
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Fig. 6 (a) Correlations with the Three Local Replicas and (b)
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In order to analysis the tracking loop performance, the S function (S-curve) is introduced. It is the result of the
subtraction of the „early‟ and „late‟ versus the estimated delay
error   d  dˆ . The S function for equally displaced correlator
(the classical one -chip spacing as well as the narrow
correlator) for „early‟ and „late‟ is defined as:
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Fig. 10 Comparison of Different DLL Discriminators Output for
Early-Late Spacing 0.125

(b)
Fig. 7 S curves of GPS signal with difference N (a) N=16 (b)
N=32
The results of ideal case with different N (number of samples
per chip) are shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b). According to the Scurves above, it can conclude that the smaller the values of N,
the higher the slope of the linear region of S-curves. This
means that the performance of the loop degrades.

B. The Impact of
Function
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Fig. 8, 9 and 10 are produced from ideal ACFs, and the
spacing between the early, prompt and late are 0.5, 0.25 and
0.125 respectively. The noise bandwidth in the delay lock loop
is determined by the space between the early, prompt, and
late codes. If the spacing is larger than 0.5, the DLL can
handle wider dynamics and more noise robust. On the other
hand, DLL with a smaller spacing would be more precise. The
discriminator spacing parameter can be adjusted in modern
GPS receivers while the receiver is tracking the signal.
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The results which are taken into account of different C/No
values are shown in Fig. 11 and 12. They use the same EarlyLate spacing and the same sampling frequency. Therefore, the
shape and slope of the S curves are not different much. But,
the larger the signal to noise ratio, the smoother the S curve
which shows the more precision in DLL.
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dividing these two functionalities into two different blocks, they
are merged into a combined code and carrier tracking loop. In
the combined code and carrier tracking loop, the carrier
tracking, Costas loop (PLL), is followed by code tracking,
early-late tracking loop (DLL). For the code loop discriminator,
the early and late outputs of the in-phase and quadrature arm
are used. The prompt outputs of both In-phase and quadrature
arm are used in the carrier loop discriminator. The prompt
output of the In-phase arm also provides the navigation data.
Tracking module processes its function by using acquisition
results which is stored in a certain structure and GPS sample
data at the start condition. Each tracking channel needs
acquisition results such as satellite PRN number, code delay
value and Doppler frequency. Moreover, output of
discriminator is used for tracking loop feedback as input, and
stored in memory for navigation module. The results from the
complete tracking loop by using the real GPS signal are shown
in the following figures. Fig.15 shows the plotting result of IPhase and Q-Phase arms of the real GPS signal. Fig. 16 and
17 describe the PLL and DLL discriminator outputs which are
already filtered. Fig. 18 mentions the correlation results of the
early, prompt and late signal replicas. An important output
from the tracking module is the navigation data bits. Fig.19
shows the plot of navigation data bits in the In-Phase arm of
the real GPS signal.
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Fig. 13 Comparison of Different DLL Discriminators Output for
C/No=36 dBHZ without front-end
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By looking at the Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 above, it is known that
using the front-end makes the S-curves smoother and the
effect of noise is reduced.
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V. TRACKING RESULTS
The code and carrier tracking loops are working coherently
and being mutually dependent on each other. Instead of
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delay lock loop of software GPS receivers. Results which have
satisfactory precision can be achieved if the value of C/N o is
above 36dBHz. According to the above results, the best
chosen parameters are 32 samples per chip, 0.125 chip
spacing, and 50 dBHz for C/No values. The test results using
the real GPS signal are also mentioned. The sampling
frequency of the real signal is 38.192e6 MHz. The chosen
tracking loop parameters are 0.125 spacing and 0.7 of
damping ratio for loop filters. This concepts of signal
processing can be applied in any software GPS receiver
design. They provide the best results for further processing
such as bit synchronization, frame synchronization, navigation
message decoding and positioning analysis.
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VI.CONCLUSION
This paper has been presented the implementation of code
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